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When we think of a fire alarm, we often think of just thatâ€¦an alarm.  Or maybe 2 or 3.  DeTech fire
alarms are not just an alarm, they are a life-saving system.  DeTech Fire alarms are now credited
for saving 295 documented lives because it is the whole package.

In order to properly protect your family from fire, most everyone knows we need smoke detectors. 
DeTech fire alarms are more than just a smoke detector.  They use a very advance optical sensing
system and the upgraded components not available over the counter allow DeTech Fire alarms to
have a 20-year warranty.  Howâ€™s that for quality in a world where most detectors wonâ€™t last more than
5 years!

Then, DeTech fire alarms include heat detection for the areas in your home where you want
protection from a fast, flaming fire and specifically for areas where you canâ€™t put smoke detectors. 
The DeTech heat detectors are self-contained, require no batteries or electricity and carry a 25-year
warranty.

The DeTech fire alarm package also can include an assortment of support products, such as
escape ladders, fire extinguishers and carbon monoxide detectors.  All with the best warranties in
the business.

Next, DeTech fire alarms include installation.  This should not be overlooked as a simple, menial
task.  Recently, lives were saved by a DeTech fire alarm representative by moving an existing
carbon monoxide detector to the proper location in a consumerâ€™s home.  The alarm almost
immediately went off in the new (proper) placement, alerting the family to a very dangerous
condition that they had been living with most likely for several days. 

On a final note, DeTech fire alarms give you the choice of monitoring.  Thatâ€™s right, the choice.  They
will work with or without monthly monitoring fees, again giving you a choice in your protection.

There are many imposters to the complete DeTech fire alarm packages, and many that try to mimic
some features and claim they are the same, but you will not find this complete protection, quality,
service and warranties all in one package anywhereâ€¦guaranteed!
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